
Pissig op therapeut (I am Dutch so I originally named the document annoyed by therapist)

edit: forgot some words and had some typos, I was too annoyed to put in the effort/energy for a 
therapist you are awfully ignorant of ableist speech, calling someone with a possibly permanent 
disease a hero is inspiration porn. Also being sick is not a fight, for the same reasons Ren can be a 
hero for what they do not for having a disease this also infers that anybody who has a worse version
of lime is weak and it is their own fault (this is in line with the medical model many therapists 
follow) thirdly getting a wheelchair is not punishment, it means getting some of our independence 
back, daily use wheelchairs are much lighter than push wheelchairs, please visit a wheelchair sports 
match and talk with some people

Highlighted reply

 

23 hours ago 

I am not sure if I am understanding you correctly or if perhaps you misunderstood me. Me referring 
to Ren as amazing and praising him for his perseverance in spite of his diseases and disabilities, is 
in no way meant in an ableist manner, but instead to applaud how he uses his experiences to 
continue creating and inspire others. I would say the same to anyone who has been through 
anything and works through it. Encouraging someone and telling them what we find inspirational 
about them in the face of struggle, death, disease, disabilities does not make it ableist speech by 
default. Ableism is by definition "the discrimination of and social prejudice against people with 
disabilities based on the belief that typical abilities are superior." anyone without Lyme disease or a 
wheel chair is most certainly NOT superior. however I think we can agree, that most who suffer 
from it, would much rather not have to. I am not defining him by his disease nor am I saying he is 
impressive only because he makes amazing music in spite of his disease, as if someone with a 
disability is inspirational for doing typical things. I actually even pointed out that I could imagine he
does NOT want to be looked at as just a "sick boy" and i frequently referred to his talent and work 
not just his diagnosis. When I speak of his or anyone struggles and their overcoming thereof, as 
inspirational, I am referring to their choices, the strength it took not to give up. that goes for anyone 
who chose life, who chose to make something, when they could have chosen not to. Doesn't make 
him more special than anyone but it does make him an inspiration. and if, whenever we praise 
someone who has suffered, for working through it and surviving, we now call it ableist speech, then
perhaps we need to assess our understanding of it. because encouraging one another and cheering 
each other on should never be forbidden. 

After making this document I saw the silencing claim and responded

   @RosalieReacts      oh and I forgot to mention how you are trying to position uourselve in a victim 
position, that I am silencing you, you must know the karpman drama triangle, try looking into the 
choy winner triangle and listen to others instead of coming up with long winded excuses, yes I am 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4C_pHkXtrSrwPILdKsSpZw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6roqjkKCnIk&lc=UgzTqoW3qhFDvsMWmMV4AaABAg.9l6VT7lyyoK9l6fWBj1y9-
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4C_pHkXtrSrwPILdKsSpZw


aware you can interpret my response as from a an aggressive role, but I am just being "vulnerable" I
am honest about how you make me feel 

 

@vakhuawei3809 
12 hours ago 

   @RosalieReacts      intention is not relevant as a wheelchair user you triggered my micro aggression 
and by doing the intention routine it happened again. I am too angry to respond clearly now after 
reading the first 2 lines, I will try again after I went outside to get rid of some nasty energy 

--------------------
   @RosalieReacts      there you go again, I edited my first comment and started reading your reaction, 
why the focus on the disease? Ren's perseverance is not this strong because of what happened after 
getting sick, he is also a very skilled multi-in , the strength it took not to give up.strumentalist that is
real proof of perseverance, having a version of a disease that allows you to still function is pure 
luck! I say this as a stroke survivor and have heard the same bullshit used for me because I still 
function more than they feared) What you are saying you are using many words trying to hide your 
inexperience, you are talking about dictionary definitions, first you define Ren as persistant because
of the disease and in the word mash you say I am not defining him by his disease nor bla bla bla bla 
a bit further you say When I speak of his or anyones struggles and their overcoming thereof, as 
inspirational, I am referring to their choices, the strength it took not to give up. this is (indirect) 
victim blaming making someone with lime who has a worse version feel bad because they did not 
try hard enough yes you do misunderstand, you keep repeating the fake mantra of the usa people 
that with heard work anyone can achieve anything. NO some people are lucky some people not, 
read outliers by gladwell for context as most people who use dictionary definitions in discussions 
you are not being honest, who is the we in" we now call it ableist speech, then perhaps we need to 
assess our understanding of it. because encouraging one another and cheering each other on should 
never be forbidden. you twist my words, I said cheering because of disability is shitty behavior and 
can be called ableist because you treat the person different because of the disability, you could have 
said Ren is an amazing artist that has texts about healthcare, but you emphasis on the disease sorry 
my stroke dis-inhibited me and made me "breedsprakig" which is a medical term I am using just to 
be as pretentious as you. it annoys me a lot you used a random dictionary definition but than did not
source it. the thing with people who use dictionary definitions is that they will use the version that 
fits you will just look for a definition that works for you. either it is you therapists yes you have to 
start listening to the people with experience and not hide behind book "knowledge" PS. English is 
my second language and I am annoyed so apology to other viewers about my ranting
PPS. @rosalie reacts you kept triggering me with different kinds of micro aggressions, I have talked
with too many medical therapists that are to vain/proud to admit that they might not know 
something, making mistakes is not something to be ashamed of it is something you can use and 
learn from, i wish you had reacted to my claim of seeing it from the medical model

PS I would like to hear your view in the comments of the post on micro aggression.
I do not mind being told I am wrong, it is much worse realising it much later, I like to read other 
perspectives
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